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Religion in Japan Glossary of Shinto List of Japanese deities Sacred objects Japanese Buddhism Edo neo-Confucianism Ko-Shintō State Shinto Nippon Kaigi Mythical creatures vte Kojiki (古事記, Records of Ancient Matters or An Account of Ancient Matters), also sometimes read as Furukotofumi [1] — ранній
японський літопис міфів , legends, songs, genealogies, oral traditions and semi-italytic stories up to 641[2] about the origins of the Japanese archipelago, kami (神) and the Japanese imperial line. It is alleged that in his foreface was compiled by Ō no Yasumaro at the request of Empress Genmei in the early 8th century
(711-712), and thus generally considered the oldest exalted literary work in Japan. [3] The myths contained in Kojik and Nihon Shoki (本書紀) are part of the inspiration behind many practices. Later myths were re-arranged for Shinto's practices, such as the ritual of cleaning up misogyno. [5] [6] [7] Compositional Portrait
O No Yasumaro Kikuchi Yosaia (19th century) Is believed to be that the compilation of various genealyogic and anecdotal histories of the Imperial (Yamato) yard and prominent clans began during the reign of Emperors Keitai and Kinmey in the 6th century, with the first concerted effort on the historical compilation we
recorded being what was done in 620 under the auspices of Prince Shotoku and Soga According to Nihon Shoki, the documents drawn up on their initiative were Tennoki (天皇記, also Sumera-mikoto no fumi) or The Record of Emperors, Kokkie (国記, also Kunitsufumi) or National Record and other fundamental records
(本記, hongi or motofutsumi) pertaining to influential clans and free subjects. Of these texts, only Kokkie survived after burning down soga's estate nor Emishi (where these documents were stored) during the ishi 645 incident, and he himself must have been lost shortly afterwards. Kojiki's forehand indicates that leading
families also keep their own historical and genealogical records; indeed, one of the reasons it gives to compile Kojiki is to correct the bugs allegedly crept into these documents. According to the prefat, Emperor Tenmu (reigned 673-686) ordered to review and issue clan documents and ordered a certain judicial attendant
(tone) a memory named Hieda no is to memorize recordings and usable traditions relating to imperial crap. In addition to this memorization, nothing happened before the reign of Empress Genmey (reigning 707-715), who in the 18th month of 711 (Wadō 4) ordered the approbation of O No Yasumaro to record what was
learned by Hieda no Are. He graduated and presented his work to Empress Genmey on The 28th Month of 712 (Wadō 5). [3] Goal Page from the manuscript of Shinpukuji Kojiki, dated 1371-1372 Kujiki, is a matching of various traditions woven into a single official mythology made in an attempt to justify the rule of
Jamato's imperial politics and at the same time conquer different interest groups under their wing, giving them a place and an interest in national genealogy. In addition to the further imperial agenda, increased interest in the origins of the nation in reaction to the influx of foreign culture and the need for authoritative



genealogical accounting, through which the claims of noble families should be considered and reorganized into a new system of ranks and titles, also possible factors of its preparation. [9] Kojiki's story establishes the right of Yamato's line to rule by myth and legend, portraying it as the afterging of heavenly insincerities
and the rightful heir to the land of Japan. Much of the latter part of the text is spent listing various genealogies that have served not only to give the imperial family an air of antiquity (which may not necessarily reflect historical reality), but also served to connect, truth or not, many existing genealogies of clans to their own.
Regardless of the original intent of the work, it is finalized and perhaps even formulated the framework by which Japanese history was considered in terms of the reign of emperors. [3] [4] [9] Unlike Nihon Shoki (composed of 720), the first of six stories commissioned by the Imperial Court, which was modeled on Chinese
dynastic his stories and was intended to be a national record that could be shown proudly to foreign envoys, Kojiki's inner appearance, concerned mainly with the ruling family and prominent clans, and apparently intended for domestic consumption. While Nihon Shoki uses various source documents (including Chinese
texts), Kojiki is apparently based on sources handed over in court. [10] [11] [12] Transferring and studying Kan'ei Kojiki, 1644 (University of Cokuhakuin), While Nihon Shoki, due to his status as one of six imperial histories, was widely read and studied during the Hian period (794–1185), Kojiki was largely seen as an
auxiliary text. Indeed, the work, known as Sendai Kuji Hongi (also known as Kujiki), claimed that the authors were Prince Schotoku and Soga ni Umako, considered earlier and more reliable than Kojiki. (The modern scientific consensus holds Kuji Hongi to be a fake of the Haian period based on both Kojiki and Shoki,
some parts can really preserve true early traditions and sources.) Before the Kamakura period (1185-1333), the work dethroxed in obscenity so that very few people had access to text, especially the average (second) volume. [13] It is because of this disdain that Kojiki is available only in relatively late manuscripts, the
oldest of which date back to the late 14th century. [14] It was with the advent of printing at the beginning of the modern period that Kojiks reached a wider audience for the first time. The earliest print edition of the text was Kan'ei Kojiki (寛永古事記), published in Kyoto in 1644 (Kan'ei 21). The second edition, Gōtō Kojiki
(鼇頭古事記, Kojiki with marginal notes) was printed by Deguchi (Vatarai) Nobuyoshi, a priest at the Ise Shrine, in 1687 (Jōkyō 4). [14] [15] Kojiki-den motor Norinaga Birth of nativist studios (kokugaku) and nationalist sentiment during the Edo period saw Kojiki reassess. Kokugaku scholars saw Japan's oldest works as a
repository of a uniquely superior Japanese identity that could be revived by restoring the ancient language in which they were written; Kojiks, by virtue of their antiquity, gained the status of sacred text. [16] Kojiki was highly commended by the fact that scientists such as Kada no Azumamaro and Kamo no Mabuchi - a
student of Azumamaro himself - produced annotated versions of it. [14] Motoori Norinaga The Kojiki received its most serious research and exposition in the hands of Motoori Norinaga, which received a copy of the print edition of Kan'ei in 1754. After meeting Mabuchi in 1763, Norinaga began dedicateing his efforts to in-
depth scientific study of the text. Kojiki's monumental 44-volume study, titled Kojiki-den (古事記伝, Commentary on Kojiki), composed in thirty-four years (1764-1798), was the fruit of his work. [14] With Noringa, Kojiki assumed a importance equal to Nichon Shoki; In fact, he believes Kojiki was a more reliable source for
ancient Japanese traditions than Shoki precisely because he was free of the Chinese mentality. He viewed Kojiki as a true account of actual events that, when properly read, could reveal Japan in its pristine, ideal state as a community where kami, emperor and people lived in harmony. [14] Norinaga's work in different
directions was conducted by his student Hirata Atsutane and his rivals Fujitani Mitsue (1781-1849) and Tachibana Moribe (1768-1823), who each produced comments and treatises on the text. [14] Kojiks became once again the object of scientific focus and discussion during the Meiji period with the introduction of
Western disciplines such as philology and comparative mythology. It was recognized the importance of the text as a work of literary value, and scientists realized that his stories are largely comparable to ancient Greek and Roman myths. At the same time, Kojiki and Nihon Shoki achieved a kind of status from the
scriptures under the state who viewed the stories contained therein as Orthodox national history. The official ideology was supported as an indisputable fact of faith in the emperor's divinity and the idea of Japan as a racially superior national body (kokwtai), with scholars questioning their veracity, facing the threat of
censorship, forced resignation or even trial in court. [14] In 1913, Zuda Sekchi argued in a study that Kojiki, especially in his previous chapters, was neither a story nor a myth, but a document created to legitimize the rule of the imperial line. Although its findings have led to considerable controversy, its influence remains
in further research into the text (particularly in post-World War II scholarship), which largely amounts to the development and correction of the line of thought originally proposed by it. In response to Tsuda, Vatsuji Tetsuro (1920) advocated kojiki's literary assessment, arguing that it gave him internal coherence. Curano
Kenji (1927) took it a step further, suggesting that Kojiki be best compared to Western epic literature and considered a national epic like Beovulf in the English-speaking world. During the 1920s and 1930s, linguist Hashimoto Shinkichi studied old-Japanese phonology, and his conclusions were applied by scientists to
study the text. Kojiki continued to attract the attention of scientists and other professionals in the postwar period, who saw the emergence of numerous publications, translations and comments on the text of authors such as Kurano Kenji, Takeda Yukichi, Saigo Nobutsuna and Kenoshi Takamitsu. Manuscripts There are
two main branches of Kojiki manuscripts: Isei and Urabe. The Urabe branch consists of 36 existing manuscripts based on 1,522 copies of Urabe Kanenag. The Ise branch can be divided into the manuscript of sinpukuji(真福寺本) of 1371-1372 and manuscripts Dōka-bon (道果本). The sub-branch of Dōka consists of: the
manuscript Dōka-bon (道果本) of 1381; only the first half of the first volume remains the manuscript of Dōshō-bon (道祥本) of 1424; remains only the first volume, and there are many defects of the manuscript Shunyu-bon (春瑜本) of 1426; one volume Of Shinpukuji bon manuscript (1371–1372) is the oldest existing
manuscript. While divided into an Ise branch, it's actually a mixture of two branches. Monk Kenya is based on his copy on a copy of Ōnakatomi Sadayo. In 1266, Sadayo copied volumes one and three, but did not have access to the second volume. Finally, in 1282, he gained access to the second volume through the
Urabe-branch manuscript, which he used for transcranization. Kojiki's structure contains different songs and poems. Although historical records and myths are written in the form of Chinese with a heavy mixture of Japanese elements, the songs are written with Chinese ies, although used only phonetically. This particular
use of Chinese characters is called Man'yōgana, whose knowledge is critical to understanding these songs, written in Old Japanese. [20] Kojiki's sections are divided into three parts: Kamitsumaki (上巻, first volume), Nakatsiumaki (保巻, middle volume) and Shimotumaki (下巻, smaller volume). The Kamitsiumaki, also
known as Kamio-no-Maki (神代巻, Volume of the Gods Era), includes the foreword of kodzhyk, and focuses on the deities of creation and the birth of various deities of the Kamiyo (神代) period, or age of the Gods. Kamitsimaki also outlines myths relating to the founding of Japan. It describes how Ninigi-ni-Mikoto,
grandson of Amaterasu and great-grandfather of Emperor Jimmy, descended from heaven in Takachigomin to Kyushu and became the foreman of the Japanese imperial line. [6] Nakatsimaki begins with the conquest of Jimmy, who make him the first emperor of Japan; and ends with the 15th emperor, Ojin. The second
through the ninth reign of emperors is recorded in a minimum of detail, with only their names, the names of their various descendants, as well as the location of their palaces and tombs, with no mention of their achievements. Many of the stories in this volume are mythological; alleged historical information is highly
suspicious. Shimotumaki covers the 16th to 33rd emperors and, unlike previous volumes, has very limited links to interactions with insoutuities. (Such interactions are very noticeable in the first and second volumes).) Information about 24-33 emperors is scant. The following synopsis provides a summary of the content of
the text, including many names of gods, emperors and locations, as well as events that took place in connection with them. The original Japanese is included in parentheses where necessary. The foreman (序) of Ō no Yasumaro's foreman, in the form of a dedication to the appeal of Empress Genmey, begins with a poem
summarizing the main meaning of the work. He then recounts how Emperor Tenma ordered Hieda no Are to memorize genealogy and imperial house records years earlier, and how Genmey in turn ordered Yasumaro to compile a written record of what he had learned. Finally, he completes the foreword with a brief
explanation of the Chinese characters used to transcreate native Japanese words in the text and divide the work into three volumes. Kamitzumaki (上巻), or the first volume of The Beginning of Heaven and Earth When heaven and earth appeared, there were three gods collectively known as Kotoamatsukami (別天津神,
The Outstanding Heavenly Kami), followed by seven generations of deities. The seventh and final generation of Kami, a male-female couple known as Izanagi-no-Mikoto (伊邪那岐命) and Izanami-no-Mikoto (伊邪那美命), is ordered to solidifies and form land that was then similar to floating oil on the first oceanfront. The
couple, using a spear, knocks down the ocean, thus forming the island of Ógrogro (淤能碁呂島). The Birth of the Gods (神⽣み) Making their home on the island, Isanagi and Isanami are getting married sit on the islands of Japan, as well as numerous other kami. Isanami dies during the birth of the fire god Kagutsuchi-
no-Kami (⽕神迦具⼟神); In the shape of rage, Isanagi kills newborn Kagutsuchi and searches for his wife in Yoma (⻩泉国 Yomi no kuni), the land of the dead. Isanami reveals that she has already ate the food of the underworld and thus cannot return to the land of the living; she will, however, try to ask for permission
and bade Izanagi wait. Isanagi loses patience and lights up the comb like a torch to look at his wife, only to discover that Isanami is now a rotting corpse. Horrified by this view, Isanagi escapes and seals the entrance to Yomi. Isanami pronounces a curse, promising to kill a thousand people every day, to which Isanagi
replies that he will then bepond fifteen hundred people every day to disrupt it. Isanagi, feeling infected by his visit to Yomi, went to plunge into the river, bringing more gods into existence as he does so. The three most important kami, Three Precious Children (三貴⼦ mihashira no uzu no miko, sankishi) - Amaterasu
Ōmikami (天照保御神), Tsukuiomi-no-Mikoto (⽉読命), and Susano-ni-Mikoto (須佐之男命) - came into force when Isanagi flushed his left eye, right eye and nose respectively. Amaterosu and Susano Amaterosu come out of the Heavenly Rock Cave (Shunsai Toshimasa, 1887) Isanagi divides the world among their three
children: Amaterosu was led away by Takamaghara (⾼天原, Plain of the High Sky), Tsukuiomi at night, and Susano of the Sea. Susano, who missed his mother and continued to cry and relentlessly giggling, rejects his assigned task, leading Isanagi to kick him out. Susano then goes to Takamagáhara, claiming to wish
to see his sister. When a suspicious Amatraz came forward to meet him, dressed in armour, Susano protested his innocence and offered to exchange oaths. Five Kami men (sons of Amateras) and three Kami women (daughters of Susano) learn when two gods each chewed and spat out an object worn by the other (the
sword of Amateras Susanoo, the magatam of Susano Amateras beads) during the rite of taking the oath. Susano, declaring himself the winner of the competition, raged with victory and continues to wreak havoc on Takamagara, forcing Ama-ni-Yvato (天岩⼾, Heavenly Rock Cave), plunging the sky and earth into
complete darkness. The gods, led by the wise Omojkan-no-Kami (思⾦神), eventually persuade her to emerge from the cave, restoring light to the world. As punishment for his misdemeanors, Susano is thrown out of Takamagahara. Susano asks kami food, Ōgetsuhime-no-Kami (気都⽐売神) to give him something to eat.
When a goddess produces foods from her mouth, nose and rectum, the disgusting Susano kills her, in which different crops, plants and seeds remove springs from her dead body. Then Susano descends to Ashihara-ni-Nakatsukuni (葦原保国, the central land of the reed plains, i.e. the earthly land of Japan), to the land
of Izumo, where he a monsieome eight-headed serma called Yamata-no-Orochi (⼋俣遠呂智) to rescue the earthly goddess Kushinadamme (櫛名⽥⽐売), whom he married. From the carcasses of the snake, Susano finds the sword of Ame-ni-Murakumo-ni-Tsurugi (天叢雲剣, the Heavenly Sword of Collected Clouds),
which he bestows on Amatraz as a conciliatable gift. Okuninushi Onamuji (Ōkuninushi) meets Inaba's bunny Susano, Onamuji-no-Kami (保⽳牟遅神), helping an unhappy bunny misbehaving his eighty brothers (⼋⼗神 yasogami); Hare, in turn, helps Onamuji win the hand of the goddess ⼋上⽐売 Inaba. This earns
Onamuji jealousy of his brothers, who begin to make repeated attempts on his life. Seeking refuge in the land-ruled kingdom of Susano called Ne-no-Katasukuni (根之堅洲国), Onamuji meets and falls in love with Suzano Suzeribime-no-Mikoto's daughter (須勢理毘売). Upon learning of their case, Susano imposes four
trials on Onamuji, each overcame with suzeribime. Onamuji manages to outsmart Susano and leave the kingdom, taking his new wife Suzeribime, as well as the sword of Susano, the coto, and the bow and arrows back with him, but not before advising Susano to change his name to Okuninushi-no-Kami (保国主神
Master of the Great Earth). Okuninushi defeats his wicked brethren and becomes the owner of Ashihara-ni-Nakatsukuni. Under the name Yachihoko-no-Kami (⼋千⽭神, Eight Thousand Spears), he takes third wife Nunakawahime (沼河⽐売) Koshy. A tiny god riding the waves of the sea in a bean pod appears in front of
Okuninushi. God, in the form of a scarecrow named Cuebico (久延毘古), identifies the dwarf as Sukunabikon-no-Kami (少名毘古那神), the son of Camimusubi-no-Kami (神産巣保神), one of the three original Kotoamatsukami. Sukunabikona assists Okuninush in its task of creating and developing land (cooney zoukuri),
but eventually crosses the eternal land (常世国, tokoyo no kuni), leaving Okuninushi without a partner. Another frenzy, Otonushi-no-Kami (保物主神), then appears and promises to help Okunisha if he is to worship him. Okuninushi then anchors Omononushi on Mount Mimoro in Yamato province. Inasa Beach, Shimane's
Subdue Ashihara-ni-Nakatsukuni Gods, a primer in Takagamakhara, decide that Ashihara-ni-Nakatsukuni, which they see as overcrowded unruly and ply kami, must be appeased and thrown over to their rule. Amaterosu decrees that Ame-ni-Ochichomymi-ni-Mikoto (天忍穂⽿命), one of five sons born to her when
Susano stirred her beads with magats, would be sent to take possession of the land. Ame-ni-Ochichomymi, watching the ground below, finds it too turbulent and refuses to go. Another son, Ame-no-Hochi-ni-Mikoto (天菩⽐命) was sent off but ended up siding with Okuninushi and had not returned for three years. The third
envoy, Ame-ni-Vakhiko (天若保⼦), was sent but ended up marrying okuninushi's daughter Shitateruhime (下照⽐売) and had not reported for eight years, planning to gain for yourself. He was eventually killed by the same arrow he used to shoot a pheasant sent by heavenly plaques to interrogate him. During the funeral
of Ame-ni-Wakakiko, Shitateruhime's brother Ajishikitakicone-no-Kami (阿遅志貴⾼保⼦根神) is angry that he was pardoned for a dead god (whom he resembled in appearance) and destroys the mourning house (mya) where the funeral was held. Heavenly deities then send the god of thunder, Takemikazuchi-no-Kami (建
御雷神), who descends on the shores of Inas (伊那佐之⼩浜 Inasa no ohama) to Izumo. Okuninushi tells Takemikazuchi to spend with his son Kotoshironushi-no-Kami (事代主神); after interrogation Kotoshironush accepts the demands of heavenly kami and withdraws. When Tacemikazuchi asks if Okuninusha has any
other sons to consult, Okuninushi's second son, Takeminakata-no-Kami (建御名⽅神), appears and brassically challenges Tacemikazuchi to a test of toughness but is defeated. Takeminakata escapes to the Suva Sea in Shynano, where it finally seems. After hearing that his two sons had filed, Okuninushi deflected his
control of the land, asking only that a magnificent palace be built in his honour. Okuninushi enters an invisible world, while Takamkaziucci returns to Takamahara, his mission completed. The descent of Nienigi, Heavenly Grandson (天孫降臨 Tenson kōrin) Ame-ni-Oshyomima is again ordered to descend on Ashihara-ni-
Nakatsukuni in order to take possession of it, on which Ame-ni-Oshichomy recommends that his son, Hikoho-no-Ninihi-ni⼦番能邇邇芸命-Mikoto (!), be sent instead. Amaterasu crawls Ninigi three sacred treasures - the sword kusanagi-no-Tsorugi (草薙剣 grass cutter, another name for Ame-no-Murakumo-no-Tsurugi),
given to her by Susana, the Mirror used by other gods to lure her out of Ama-no-Iwato, and magatam beads - and has a number of gods (which included five divine ancestors of priestly clans involved in the services of the imperial family) accompanying him in his descent. When Ninigie is about to step down, comes an
earthly bee named Sarutabiko-no-Cami (猿⽥毘古神) and offers to be his guide. Nienigi finally descends from heaven to the top of Mount Takatiho in Himuca and sets up his accommodation there. He meets a goddess named Kohhana-no-Sakuyabime (⽊花之佐久夜毘売 Princess of flowering trees), daughter of
Oyamacumi-no-Kami (保⼭津⾒神), god of mountains, and seeks to marry her. Oymatsumi approves of the marriage and also proposes to her eldest daughter Ivanagahime (⽯⻑⽐売 Princess of the Eternal Rocks) Ninigi, but Nienigi rejects her because of her ugliness. Oymatsumi claims to have sent his two daughters to
Ninigi to ensure that Ninigi will endure like rocks and thrive like trees and flowers; However, due to the fact that Ninigi rejected Ivanahime in favor of Sakuyabime, he is doomed to live a life as fleeting as the flowering of trees. This, the story explains, is why emperors - descendants of Nienigi - are mortals. Sakuyabime
becomes after spending only one night with Ninigi, arousing suspicion of Nyanygi. To prove her loyalty, Sakuyabime is confined inside a sealed birth hut and sets it up when she is about to give birth. She delivered three children at the height of the fire: Khoderi-no-Mikoto (⽕照命), Hosuseri-no-Mikoto (⽕須勢理命) and
Khoori-ni-Mikoto (⽕遠理命). Khoori (Yamazatihiko) Khoori and Toyotamabime Khoderi and Khoori, also known as Umisachichiko (海幸彦 Good luck of the sea) and Yamazachihiko (⼭幸彦 Luck Mountain), grew up fishing and hunter respectively. One day, the brothers agree to exchange seats and try to use the tools of
another. Khoury ultimately lost his brother's fish hook in the sea; he's trying to make compensation, but Khodery, angry, insists on having the original hook. Khoori goes to sea in search of a fish hook and finds himself in the palace of the sea god, Watacumi-no-Kami (綿津⾒神), where he is warmly welcomed, and marries
Vatazumi's daughter, Toyotamabime (豊⽟毘売). Having traveled to the kingdom of Watacumi for three years, Khoori expresses a desire to return to the surface. A lost fish hook has finally been discovered lodged in the throat of a sea bream. Watazumi gives Khoori two adorable jewels: Shiomitzutama (塩盈珠 Tide-
raising Jewel) and Siofourutama (塩乾珠 Tidal Pearl), telling him to use both to subdue his brother. Hoori returns to earth at the back of the van and returns the fish hook to Hoder, now cursed to give misery to his user. Within three years, Khodery became engulfed in poverty and attempted to attack Khoury, who then
used two jewels to defeat him. Finally, Khoderi filed and swore at Khoori's feialism. Ugayafyukyaez Toyotamabime comes to the surface with a pregnant baby Khoury, wanting to give birth on land. For her built a family hut with corrant feathers. Toyotamahime tells Khoori not to look at her while she gives birth; however,
he breaks his promise and finds that its true form is flawed. Angry and ashamed of what her true form revealed, she returned to the sea and never met him again. Khoori reigned at the palace in Takachiho for 580 years until his death. Toyotamabime entrusted her newborn son, whom she called Ugayafukiaesu-no-Mikoto
(鵜葦草不合命 Unfinished Bakmorant-Pero Tetching), under the care of her sister Tamayoribime (⽟依毘売命). Ugayafukiaesu eventually took his aunt Tamayoribime as his wife and had four children with him, one of whom was Kamu Yamato-Iverbiko-no-Mikoto (神倭伊波礼毘古命), also known as Emperor Jimmy.
Nakatsumaki (United巻), or second volume Kamu Yamato-Iverbiko-ni-Mikoto (神倭伊波礼毘古命), or Emperor Jimmiou (神武天皇) Emperor Jimmiou conquers Yamato**Sword from heaven, or Futsu not mitama (布都御魂) and three-legged crow, or Yatagarasu (⼋咫烏) Emperor Hikoitsus's brother is not Mikoto (彦五瀬
命)From Kumano (熊野) to Yamato (和)*Ancient Score of Cumeut (久⽶歌)Empress Isukeyorihime or Empress Jime Tatar Of Isuzu (伊須気余理⽐売)**Uprising Tahistani no Mikoto (当芸志美美命) (Kannuma Kawatomei), or Emperor Swayesei (Emperor 綏) Shikitsuchiko-Tamatemi-no-Mikoto (Shikizu Hiko Tamatemei), or
Emperor Anei (Emperor An Ovyamoto-Sukito-no 懿-Mikoto (Daisunako Tomei), or Emperor Ito Mimatsuhiko-Kaeshin-ni-Mikoto (Yoko Mitsu, Keshi Mud) or Emperor Kokaaki (Emperor Takaaki) Oyamato-Kuni-Oshichito-no-Miko Kean to Oyamato-Nekohiko-no-Ikoto (Daisune Oko Supposi迩 Life), or Emperor Korei
(Emperor Takare) Oyamato-Ne Kogen's Wakayamato-Nekohiko-Ōbibi-no-Mikoto (Wakaneko Hikono Daijo), or Emperor Kaika (Emperor Kaika) Mikirihiko-nies-Mikoto (Mikagi Irichico Inu) , Orpers Sujin (Emperor Sougami) Emperor Miwayama or Mimoro (Sanroyama), Omononushi邇 (Great Lord God) Emperor Sweenin
(Emperor Taruhito) The Son of the Emperor and QueenSahobiko (Samoto Yuk) Sagobime (Samoto Junsho) Khomuchiavakenomiko (Honmuta Tomokazu) (Yenno Hiori) The fruit of time Ōtarashihiko-Oshirowake-no-Sumeramiko Hipo Ohi, Emperor Hitoro, or Emperor Keiko (Emperor Kageyuki) Son of emperor and
Queen Yamato-Takeru-ni-Makoto Conquest of the Kumaso People Conquest of the Eastern Regions of Miyazuhide Kunisinobita, or country song by Yahiro Shirachitori by descendants of Yamato-Takeru Wakatarashiko-no-Sumeramiko Emperor Wakaobiko , or Emperor Of the Sejm (Emperor Naroomi) Tarashi-
Nakasakiko-no-Sumeramikoto (Emperor Obi Nakako), or Emperor Chuai (Emperor Nakasa) Son of the Emperor and Queen Divine Chasing Price Ishingu expediency to Sylla (Shill) Kagosaka no Iko (King Kasaka) and Ochikuma no Iko's (Ninkuma-no-Ninkuma) uprisingBig God Kehly (Kibi Daijin) Sakekaura Song
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